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women who emigrated from I celand

Single women who emigrated
from Iceland to North America,
1870–1914

Forgotten women with agency?

Sigrídur Matthíasdóttir & Thorgerdur Einarsdóttir
In the period 1820–1950, about 2.9 million people emigrated from the
Nordic countries.1 This article will consider the unmarried women who
emigrated from Iceland to North America in the period 1870–1914.2 In terms
of emigration from Europe, proportionally the greatest number of people
came from Ireland, but both Norway and Iceland were not far behind.3
Those who emigrated from Iceland amounted to 23 per cent of the country’s
total population.4 The high proportion of women was a particular feature
of Icelandic emigration. As a rule, men had a ‘higher rate of emigration
than women in the Nordic countries’, although there were deviations from
this pattern;5 women, however, accounted for 50.7 per cent of the Icelandic
emigrants. According to the Icelandic historians Helgi Skúli Kjartansson
and Steinthór Heidarsson, this ratio was ‘high and remarkably stable’ in
comparison to other countries.6 No figures exist concerning the proportion
of unmarried women, but it may be assumed that the number was high,
since the general proportion of unmarried women in Icelandic society at
this time was large.
Being single was a factor that affected the circumstances and prospects of
women who emigrated. The role of married women in their new countries
was predetermined to a far larger degree, consisting of care for the home
and the family. Single women’s prospects, on the other hand, were more
precarious, involving greater uncertainty about their livelihoods and future
lives.7 Moreover, it has been suggested that the difference between emigrating when married with children, compared to emigrating as a single
person, was greater for women than for men. ‘In a period when the married
woman’s situation essentially was defined by her position in the family’, it
can be assumed that the decision to emigrate, like the experience of emigration itself, was different for married women and single women.8 It must
be borne in mind that ‘wage work was not central to most white women’s
lives’. Marriage must therefore be viewed as an ‘economic opportunity’ for
women.9 The process of migration was also structured by a ‘variety of social
relationships’ such as class and nationality.10
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The main purpose of this article is twofold. First, in order to provide
an overview of the phenomenon, we will briefly discuss existing studies of
single women who emigrated to North America. Second, we will argue that
a certain group of women has been forgotten, both in the history of Icelandic
emigration and in Icelandic historical accounts of women and gender – the
single women who emigrated to Canada and the US, who belonged neither
to the class of government officials nor to the ‘lower classes’ or domestic
servants.11 Our aim is to discuss the women’s social position and how they
are best positioned in historical research. We suggest that these women had
a certain ‘capital’,12 and that they also had resources, spanning education, a
career or an employment history of some kind, or familial associations, for
example. Our study is based on historical sources that have thus far been
somewhat underutilised in the field of women’s and gender history, namely
short biographies of emigrants such as those found in the Vestur-íslenzkar
æviskrár (the biographical records of the ‘Western Icelanders’, the Icelandic
emigrants to North America) and obituaries in the Icelandic newspapers
published in Canada, the Lögberg and the Heimskringla.

Themes in the literature
Iceland
The country that the Icelandic women left behind was traditional, rural
society with a very small population. Increases in the population between
1820 and 1880, when it reached 72,445, took place without any fundamental
change in the means of livelihood or conditions of labour. Urbanisation was
very slow, and over 90 per cent of Icelanders lived by farming.13 In the mid
nineteenth century, there began a period that has been called ‘the crisis in
rural society’. It became harder for people to set up their own households,
and so increasing numbers became household servants for life and never
got married.14 For some, the solution to this crisis was to emigrate to North
America, although people who were well-off also emigrated.15
Most emigrants from Iceland went to Canada, contrary to the trend in
almost all other European countries, from where the majority went to the
US. The primary Icelandic settlement was in Manitoba, and soon Winnipeg
‘had the largest settlement of Icelanders in America’.16 They settled in other
places in Canada as well. Icelanders also emigrated to the US, and in 1910
a substantial number were living there too.17
There was considerable international scholarly interest in emigrant history
in the 1960s and 1970s, characterised by economic and social approaches
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based on quantitative analyses.18 One of the Icelandic outcomes of this movement was the publication in 1983 of A Record of Icelandic Emigrants 1870–1914
by the Icelandic historian Júníus H. Kristinsson. 19 The Record provides a
summary of the names of those who emigrated, along with their sex, age,
place in their family, and the year they left.20 There has also been important
research on this period by the Icelandic historian Helgi Skúli Kjartansson.
This, together with the Record, formed part of a Nordic research project on
emigration from the Scandinavian countries to North America.21
Such quantitative methods are now thought by many scholars to be too
narrow. The Norwegian historian Odd S. Lovoll, for example, writes that
the ‘human factor may easily disappear in a macro view of this historical
phenomenon and in its statistical dimensions’.22 This also means that it is
important to balance the general ideas found in material from official sources
with individual experiences and stories.23 The Icelandic historian Vilhelm
Vilhelmsson has recently contended that the past decade has seen a shift in
research on Icelandic emigration to North America. He writes that the lives
of the emigrants, ‘their identities and myth-making have been scrutinized
from a considerably more critical angle’ than had been previously the case.24

Women
Women and emigration from the Nordic countries seem to be a rather
under-researched field. The historian Lars Olsson wrote in 2001 that the
history ‘surrounding the Swedish men and women who settled in America’
had tended to be written according to ‘an international pattern of interpretation’.25 Citing the sociologist Kathie Friedman-Kasaba, he stated that this
was where ‘largely male scholars’ treated the ‘category of “woman” as passive
followers of “the real migrant”, the male labour migrant or political exile.’26
This is in line with the historiography of Icelandic emigration. The
historian Laurie K. Bertram pointed out the contradiction in the fact that
‘Icelandic Canadian historiography generally prides itself on Iceland’s history
of comparatively progressive property and political rights for women’, but at
the same time, important female figures ‘occupy the outskirts of mainstream
history and commemoration’. This is true, for example, of Salome Halldorson
(1887–1970), who served in the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba from 1936
to 1941 and who was ‘one of the foremost female leaders in the Icelandic
Canadian community in Manitoba during the 1930s and 40s’ along with
‘her other well-known female contemporaries’.27
However, according to the Norwegian historian Terje Mikael Hasle
Joranger, changes are now taking place. Discussing research on Norwegian
emigration, Joranger claims that ‘Women’s gender history, which has been
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largely neglected in former studies, in recent years has acquired a more
prominent place in immigration and ethnic studies.’28 He specifically refers
to the book Norwegian American Women, published in 2011, the sole subject
of which is the participation by Norwegian women in emigration, and their
role in their new society.
The historian Ann-Sofie Ohlander has conducted pioneering work on
the emigration of women from Sweden. She writes that in the period
1851–1908, the gender proportions were 833 women for every 1,000 men who
emigrated. Looking at the proportion of single emigrant women to single
emigrant men, it rose dramatically during this period. In 1851–1860, 462
women in this category emigrated from Sweden, against every 1,000 men.
In 1891–1900, the number of women had risen to 981; thus, their numbers
were almost equal.29
The higher rates of family-based emigration from rural areas at the
beginning of the emigration period changed to increased individual emigration from towns in the 1880s and 1890s. This went hand in hand with
increased emigration by women, which was usually higher from towns than
from rural areas.30 Migration within the home country (‘step migration’),
which was more common among women than men, explains this to some
extent. Women tended to move to larger cities to find work before making
the jump overseas.31 The study by Icelandic historian Ólöf Gardarsdóttir
on the connection between the growth of coastal villages in Iceland and
emigration to North America indicates that this pattern can be found in
Iceland as well.32

Single women’s agency
The historian Joy K. Lintelman sheds important light on the situation of
single women who emigrated from Sweden to North America. She has
examined letters they wrote home, and found that since they had more time
to correspond, they wrote more about ‘public issues’, in addition to personal
ones, than married women did.33 Her study provides an interesting insight
into the agency of single women. Lintelman has written about a particular
Swedish woman, Mina Anderson, who emigrated when young and single,
and whose memoirs became one of the sources for Vilhelm Moberg’s novels.34 She discusses the widespread influence of Kristina Nilsson in Moberg’s
novel about Swedish female emigrants, as a woman who did not want to
leave her country, never adapted, and who suffered from ‘homesickness
conquered only in death’. According to Lintelman, this ‘Kristina archetype’
ignores ‘the majority of Swedish emigrant women, like Mina, who made
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their own decisions to leave’ and ‘achieved many of the goals they had set
for themselves in immigrating’.35
The historian Lars Olsson has also written about a young emigrant woman,
Evelina Johansdotter, who was in constant negotiation with her surroundings.
In addition to the obvious difficulties facing a young, working emigrant,
he also describes her as an agent who actively assessed the advantages
and disadvantages of the possibilities open to her.36 This leads to another
important theme in the research on emigration by single women from the
Nordic countries, which at the same time sheds light on their agency in
their work and working conditions. Being a maid or ‘in service’ was by far
the commonest occupation. In 1900, 61.5 per cent of women in the US who
had been born in Sweden gave it as their occupation,37 a proportion that
seems to be in line with the situation in Canada concerning Scandinavian
women in general. The historian Eva St Jean writes that according to ‘Census
Canada, in 1931 58 per cent of Scandinavian female workers were employed
in the service industry, mostly in domestic service, but also in restaurants
or boarding houses’.38
The historian Lars Ljungmark studied the structure of the population
of the city of Winnipeg in Canada over a twenty-year period, from 1881 to
1901, by country of birth. He found that 90 per cent of Icelandic women
(86 women in total) were ‘unmarried and a large majority of them served
in a family’.39 Among the Icelandic women in Canada, Ljungmark found a
high proportion of single women working as maids.
Women’s work ‘existed within a gendered space’.40 Women’s opportunities
for waged work were limited. Paid labour performed by white women in
British Columbia was ‘largely confined to a handful of characteristically
female areas’.41 These varied in content and status. Women, for example,
could work as laundresses and in restaurants, or be midwives or teachers,
this last being the primary professional occupation open to women in the
period between 1840 and 1920.42

A forgotten stratum of women – historical sources
The fact that relatively little has been written about emigration from Iceland
and the Nordic countries from a gendered point of view makes it important
to consider the questions of how to approach the project, the methodology
to apply, and which sources to use, and more specifically the types of sources
available for the theme, the sort of evidence they provide, and what methods
should be used to analyse them.43 This is all the more necessary because
the source material for emigration is vast, including material produced on
both sides of the Atlantic, including newspapers, magazines, biographies,
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written local tales of various kinds, parish registers, censuses, immigration
records, emigrants’ letters home, and photographs of the emigrants. These
sources provide very different and varied types of information and insight.
One task at hand has been to establish the fundamental gendered characteristics of these sources. It seems, for example, that the majority of
biographies and letters sent home were written by men.44 Moreover, an
important concern has been to obtain a qualitative insight into the lives of
single emigrant women, while at the same time establishing a structural
overview of their social position. Gender as a factor easily disappears in the
traditional consideration of these sources. In order to balance the traditional
view, we thus attempt to bring women’s experiences and stories to the fore.
Guided by questions such as those outlined above, we have focused on
primary sources that we would argue should be examined more closely in
research into the history of women and gender: short biographies, such as
those to be found in the Vestur-íslenskar æviskrár and newspaper obituaries.
The Vestur-íslenskar æviskrár contains short biographies of a considerable number of single women who emigrated to North America. We have
identified women in the Vestur-íslenskar æviskrár who were unmarried and
who provided for themselves, at least for some period after their arrival in
Canada or the US.45 Thus far, we have gone through the first volume and
have not yet found any women who worked as domestic servants throughout
their lives, despite the large number of female domestics. They seem to be
largely invisible in the sources used in this project, although not entirely
so in the history of women and gender, as some limited research has been
done on them.46 On the other hand, it is important to recognise that these
women did not generally belong to the highest layers of Icelandic society
and so were not part of the stratum of Icelandic government officials. This
observation also applies to the Icelandic Canadian newspapers that carried
obituaries of Icelandic immigrants, including a number for women who
were unmarried when they emigrated from Iceland.47
These examples, which will be discussed further below, seem to present
a picture of women that has not been given prominence within the field of
women’s history in Iceland. We contend that they show a certain variety
in women’s circumstances and modes of life, as well as a form of agency or
scope for influencing their own destiny. The Vestur-íslenskar æviskrár and
the obituaries contain examples of women who learned a trade in order
to support themselves before they went to Canada, or after their arrival,
and who especially trained as seamstresses. Then there is an example of a
woman who was educated at the Women’s School in Reykjavík and who
supported herself in Canada for some time by teaching.48 There are also
women who pursued an entrepreneurial path, women who led a mobile
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life travelling between countries, women who were obviously endowed
with some extraordinary personal qualities, and, not least, women who
could count on good relations or contacts. Thus, members of the forgotten
stratum of women become visible in their own right, and not simply in the
shadow cast by their men, whether their husbands, their fathers, or others.

Theoretical approach
As our aim is to explore the social and cultural status of the ‘forgotten
women’ – the single Icelandic women who emigrated to North America
in 1870–1914 – we consider their background, education, relationships, and
career or employment history. We attempt to position single Icelandic
women who emigrated within the field of women’s and gender history, to
analyse and understand these sources, and to create a place for them in a
gendered theoretical framework. The work of the historian Joan Wallach
Scott is an important point of departure. In the words of the historian Betty
A. Bergland, it ‘lays out theoretical framework for analyzing how gender
shapes both history and historical writing’.49 Scott views the concept of
gender as a constituent element of social relationships between men and
women and as the primary symbol of power relationships. Gender shapes
the identity of men and women, which in turn shapes and reflects society.
History is thus enacted in the field of gender.50
Historical sources such as those we have discussed here can be described
as ‘written narratives based on experience’. In their book on biographical
meanings in life narratives, the ethnologist Lena Marander-Eklund and the
historian Ann-Catrin Östman write that they use the word ‘biographical’
to signify ‘biographies written by others as well as personally written life
narratives and memoirs’.51 They particularly emphasise two points of view.
First, they stress the normative aspect of ‘biographisation’. The lines along
which ‘a life is narrated and renarrated’ are often determined or already given,
and thus ‘biographisation’ is strongly connected to the opinions of the time
regarding ‘how a life should be lived and how it should be narrated.’ This
means that there is a dimension of power to the biographical narrative.52
Second, biography is also a personally ‘meaningful act’. To ‘biographise’ is
to negotiate one’s position in society and to take upon oneself both agency
and subjectivity.53
These two dimensions apply to the sources used in our study, since they
certainly took shape within a normative framework and are hence of interest to our theoretical approach. ‘What is highlighted’ in an obituary ‘and
what is omitted tells us not only what the author of the obituary considered
important about the individuals but also what a particular culture values.’54
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However, the form of the obituaries and the short biographies also offers the
opportunity to write about the women’s personal qualities and achievements.
Hence, these sources are a site where it is possible to attribute agency and
subjectivity to the individual. It is indeed possible to highlight women’s
diverse capacities, and it is clear that the obituarists and biographers often
used this opportunity to depict the women’s agency within the discursive
framework that was open to them.55
Furthermore, it is important to refer to theories about life stories and their
various cultural and social functions.56 Life stories are ‘interpreted history’,
and their purpose is to constitute the individual, as emphasised by the ethnologist Birgitta Svensson. It is ‘the way in which the life is remembered
and narrated that will form the biography’. This means that ‘the biographic
memory and the life story do not necessarily need to be the same as the lived
life. On the other hand they form a surface knowledge, a story shaped in
order to describe life as we ourselves or someone else wanted to formulate
it.’57 Life stories thus do not directly reflect the ‘lived life’ of the subject
that they are written about, but they do ‘play a role through structuring the
experience created by the lived life’. As the historian Britt Liljewall, a life
story helps in ‘formulating … and evaluating new identities and roles, and
these are needed in a society under change’.58
By this approach, we attempt to move beyond the binary view of emigration as either liberation or exploitation, since we believe it to be a bit of
both. Ann-Sofie Ohlander emphasises the liberating aspect of emigration
and freedom from patriarchal oppression in the home country, something
that maids in particular suffered from. Emigration was therefore an ‘act of
freedom’ and ‘the relative improvements they experienced seems clearly to
have been greater than those which men experienced.’59
The observation that emigration resulted in ‘relative improvements’ seems
to be important in terms of the emigration of single Icelandic women.
Historians have written about the strict social ties that individuals were
subject to in rural Icelandic society.60 One example of such ‘ties’, or even the
oppression of individuals, was the legislation on the position of servants ‘that
made it obligatory for all persons over the age of 16 not living in households
of their own, or residing in a household of their parents, to seek positions
as servants … in other households’.61 This has been referred to vistarband
in Icelandic or ‘labour bondage’.62 It is necessary to bear these conditions in
mind when assessing the changes in the women’s situation.
It is also important to take into account research on the specific life conditions of women in Iceland. For instance, the fact that women formed the
majority of the population and that a ‘high percentage of women in nine
teenth century Iceland never married’.63 Women were more likely to remain
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household servants for life than men were. Moreover, research findings reveal
the subjugation of female servants in Iceland and the immense difference in
the economic and social positions of male and female household servants.64
This is important when comparing the lives of women in Iceland to the lives
of women in a similar position in North America. Icelandic researchers have
claimed that ‘wages were generally better in Canada, especially for women’.65
However, there was also another side to the coin. Research has emphasised
that the emigrant women in North America entered a complex society with
clear hierarchies based, for example, on ethnicity and race.66 Accordingly,
some women seem to have suffered from exploitation in their new country.
A question remains regarding how to treat this theme without assuming that
women were in possession of agency that they did not actually have. These
points of view (i.e. one that highlights ‘liberation’ and one that emphasises
‘exploitation’) are both therefore useful.
We seek to develop ‘a nuanced … understanding of women’s subjection’
and not to assume beforehand some ‘overarching or absolute power of men
over women, irrespective of place and time.’ The differentiation of the
concept of power is important, as is the tracing of its origins. It is necessary
to make men’s dominance visible without losing sight of women’s agency.67
In the context of our theme, this means accounting for the possibility that
women seemingly had to be actors in their own lives and to influence their
surroundings.
Bourdieu’s concept of capital, as developed by the sociologist Beverly Skeggs,
provides an opportunity to conceptualise and contextualise the subjectivities
and the agency of single Icelandic emigrant women.68 Skeggs elaborates on
Bourdieu’s capital to encompass both structural aspects of class formation
and the ‘micropolitics of power’.69 While economic capital is a self-evident
term, social capital in Bourdieu’s terminology comprises ‘resources based
on connections and group membership … generated through relationships’
such as family ties or ‘knowing the right people’.70 Social capital in terms
of family relations is a key aspect here as family ties were, and are, very
strong in Iceland and for single women they could invoke strength based
on social networks and relationships that can be converted into social status
and, hence, symbolic capital. For single Icelandic women who emigrated,
social capital was of importance for social promotion, not least being well
connected in terms of kinship and family background.71
Education, cultural skills including literacy, a talent in verse craft or the
authorship of books earned people a certain respect in Iceland.72 Different
forms of capital can be transformed into symbolic capital if they are ‘perceived and recognized as legitimate’.73 Symbolic capital is a ‘non-material: an
attribute, a faculty, a position or a possession which others within the social
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space recognize as having value’.74 People attain symbolic capital when the
different forms of capital gain legitimacy and lend acknowledgement and
respect to the holder. In the competition for status and power, people use
whatever forms of capital they possess and have the opportunity to exercise.75
All varieties of capital are context-specific and time-specific, have a relational
character, and cannot been seen in isolation from one another. The overall
configuration of different types of capital makes up the totality of the social
position and resources that the individual manages to acquire and exercise.76
The value of capital is never a given, since the hierarchy observed and the
respect shown are subject to specific definitions. Gender power relations
serve to condition how and what attributes are acknowledged in women
and men, and therefore women and men can rarely compete for power and
respect on the same grounds.
Another dimension to social capital in this respect is nationality and
ethnicity, and hence the concept of transnationalism is important.77 Instead
of regarding the nation-state as the ‘natural unit for research’, we need to
focus on how people or individuals experience themselves as being a part
of two nation-states at the same time. Research on Icelandic emigrants to
North America has to take this into account, as the Icelandic historian Ólafur Arnar Sveinsson has observed.78 The ‘Western Icelandic’ construction of
nationalist ideas is a prime example of a theme in which the transnationalist
approach is vital. The immigrants in general ‘were arriving at a moment
when talk of nationalism and national identity was rife in Europe’ and
they carried diverse nationalistic affiliations with them.79 A key theme in
Icelandic national ideology, for example, was the ‘resurrection’ of the ‘true
Icelandic qualities’ of the Golden Age.80 The emigration of Icelanders to
North America was embedded in such ideas.81 Clearly, there was a strong
connection between nationalist ideas and manliness.82 As Marlene Epp,
Franca Iacovetta and Frances Swyripa write, the immigrant women’s lives
were marked by complexities, ‘conflicts and tensions that … [they] experienced
inside their families, within their ethnic communities, and in their relations
with society at large.’83 However, there is reason to believe that women who
were able to position themselves favourably within the Icelandic Canadian
ethnic ideology also derived certain benefits from their ‘Icelandicness’, for
example, in form of social status within their community. A mastery of
Icelandic nationality’s main symbols, such as the written language, was an
asset for both men and women. We can assume that the self-esteem and
values of the single Icelandic women who emigrated, along with how they
behaved as they went through life, would have depended on their specific
Icelandic cultural capital.84 Many of them managed to make use of their
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nationality and origin in their new country (through their mastery of the
Icelandic language, for example).
Against this background, we would argue that one group of women has
slipped out of sight in the traditional historical treatment and in modern
women’s and gender history. They were not pioneers in any traditional
sense, nor were they women’s rights activists. They did not belong to the
upper layers of society, and they were not related to significant historical
male figures, who could have granted them historical status of, for example,
devoted wife (like Ingibjörg Einarsdóttir, 1804–1879, the wife of the Icelandic national hero, Jón Sigurdsson). They were not particularly determined
or outstanding, nor were they able to command respect in the same way
as men (like Halldóra Gudbrandsdóttir, 1573–1658, the daughter of Bishop
Gudbrandur Thorláksson) or they were daughters who met a tragic end
(like Ragnheidur Brynjólfsdóttir, c.1641–1663, the daughter of Bishop
Brynjólfur Sveinsson). They did not go down in history as unique women
with traditionally male attributes (like Thurídur Chairman, 1777–1863, the
most famous fisherwoman in Iceland’s history), they were not poetesses (like
Vatnsenda-Rósa, 1795–1855), and they did not figure in the Icelandic sagas
(like, for example, Hallgerdur langbrók or Bergthóra Skarphédinsdóttir).
They did not even belong to the working class, which is certainly a defined
group in women’s history. This means that we do not remember them as an
integral part of the history of the men who have ‘shaped history’, and it is
most likely the explanation for the fact that generally they seem not to be
represented by extensive samples of personal letters or diaries. They are a
forgotten stratum of women. In the following, we will provide examples that
offer an insight into the experiences and stories of individual women from
this forgotten stratum. We will discuss seven women, four of whom were
young and unmarried when they emigrated, and three who were older and
either separated or widowed. Who were they, then, these women and what
do the historical sources tell us, either directly or indirectly, about them?

Thematic discussion – examples of women’s stories
The sources tell of Gudný Thorvaldsdóttir (1871–1946), a woman who had
been in service, working in renowned places in Iceland, and who then moved
to Scotland ‘where she served in guest houses for eight years’.85 After that,
she moved to Canada and settled in Winnipeg, ending her life in Vancouver where she died ‘in the home of C. A. Sutherland, the secretary of the
mayor’, where she took care of his aged mother.86 The sources also give an
account of the life of Elín Sigurdardóttir Hall (1883–1960), who grew up in
Skagafjördur in Northern Iceland, but who moved to Canada in 1900 when
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she was 17. Once there she began by working in a restaurant, but she went
on to train as a seamstress. Never marrying, she supported herself by that
profession and was moreover active in an amateur theatre in Winnipeg87 as
well as being a good singer.88
Moreover, we learn about Gudrídur Gísladóttir (1837–1918), who was also
born in Skagafjördur.89 She was a woman who was endowed with determination, as most of these women seem to have been, and with good relations.
In 1862, Gudrídur married Fridrik Stefánsson, an MP, and they had three
children. However, they separated (a fact that is omitted from her obituary),
and in 1876 Gudrídur left for Canada with her son, Fridrik, who had been
born in 1862.90 In North America, she ‘had to support herself and her son
by her work’. The first years were obviously hard, but things got better for
her ‘because already at a young age her son Fridrik got a well-paid position
and she was able to lead a carefree life after that.’91
Kristrún Sveinungadóttir (1835–1917) was another woman who had a rather
special history in Canada – and a correspondingly long obituary in the journal
Almanak Ólafs S. Thorgeirssonar. She was born in Nordur-Thingeyjarsýsla in
Northern Iceland. She married in Iceland and had a daughter, but separated
from her husband in 1862. Before she left the country, Kristrún was a domestic
in a prominent home, that of Arnljótur Ólafsson at Bægisá,92 a clergyman
and MP, and his wife Hólmfrídur Thorsteinsdóttir. Kristrún obviously
developed strong ties with the family, and her obituary especially mentions
a letter she wrote to her former mistress in 1901, some 25 years after she left
Iceland. Hólmfrídur wrote in reply, ‘I thank you cordially for a good and
lovely letter from August this summer. You cannot believe how glad I was
to receive it. I find in it your rare and unbreakable faithfulness to me and
my people, the love and loyalty which so few people are endowed with.’93
Kristrún Sveinungadóttir arrived in Winnipeg in 1876 and started working
in a guesthouse, which was only the beginning of an extraordinary future.
She became the owner of two building sites and built a house on one of
them, according to her obituary becoming only the second Icelander to build
a house in Winnipeg. She was also active in various societies; for example,
she was involved in receiving and supporting immigrants from Iceland.94
All these women took the step of emigrating alone to a new country.
They had certain capacities, which are reflected in the way they supported
themselves by their trades and even by larger entrepreneurial achievements.
Some of them also had artistic talents. Hence, they possessed cultural capital
in the form of their varied knowledge and skills. They had social ties in the
shape of strong family relations or friendship, which constituted an asset
in their new country and which reflected their social capital. We will now
present a more detailed account of three women.
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Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir, an entrepreneurial, professional woman
On 28 January 1909, Lögberg published an obituary of Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir,
who ‘passed away on November 6th at her home, 691 Victor Street in Winnipeg
and was buried on November 9th … in the Brookside cemetery’.95 Jóhanna
Ketilsdóttir was born in eastern Iceland, in Bakkagerdi in Borgarfjördur
in Nordur-Múlasýsla, in 1856. She was the daughter of Ketill Jónsson and
Sesselja Jónsdóttir, who lived there ‘for quite a number of years’. According
to her obituary, in 1878, when she was 22, she moved with her parents and
siblings to the village of Seydisfjördur in eastern Iceland. There she met
her future husband, Finnbogi Sigmundsson, ‘a skilful carpenter’, and in
the spring of 1881 they were married.96 Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir lived in the
village of Seydisfjördur for the majority of her adult life, some 25 years,
until she emigrated to Canada.97 The couple had three children, two sons
and a daughter. In 1895, Jóhanna lost her husband, while her daughter had
died at the age of only 2, ‘and that was the sorrow which she remembered
most clearly’.98
Jóhanna can be described as an entrepreneurial and professional woman
who seems to have worked and thus supported herself and her family her
whole life. Soon after their marriage, Jóhanna and her husband Finnbogi
started a restaurant (greidasala), which they ran for some years.99 Clearly,
she was not the legal owner of the restaurant, since married women were
not considered financially competent at this time;100 however, it is equally
clear that she ran it along with her husband.
The historian Lori Ann Lahlum, writing about businesses owned by single
women, states that ‘Married women, too, owned businesses.’ She takes the
example of a couple, Martin and Gertrude Poyeson, in Idaho who ‘owned
and operated a boarding house’. The census, however, ‘listed Martin as the
“boarding house keeper’’, while Gertrude appeared to not be ‘gainfully
employed’, due to the fact that ‘Gendered notions of work and proprietorship’ influenced how occupational status was recorded in censuses. Still, the
success of a business such as a boarding house depended on the ‘skill with
which the women completed … domestic tasks’ such as cooking, cleaning,
and laundry. So, the person who ‘truly ensured’ that the boarding house
business of the couple functioned successfully ‘was Gertrude Poyeson’.101
Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir seems to have been a woman who enjoyed a good
social position in Seydisfjördur. According to her obituary, she was seen
as being ‘in the rank of the foremost women’ in the village ‘and she participated considerably in the social life’. It is a sign of her standing that, in
1898, when a hospital was founded in the village, Jóhanna was one of the
women who applied to be a director of the institution. ‘That was regarded as
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Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir with her husband and son. She emigrated
as a widow from Seydisfjördur in East Iceland in 1903. The East
Iceland Archives (Héradsskjalasafn Austfirdinga).

a fine position of responsibility and the result was that her application was
accepted.’102 In the four years that she spent as the head of the hospital and
‘by her work there, she achieved the confidence and respect of the people’,
not least of the hospital doctor, Kristján Kristjánsson, ‘who was cautious
and successful’ and who ‘did not have other people than her to assist him
with the anaesthetization of patients who had to be operated on, something
which happened regularly’.103
However, according to the obituary, it gradually became clear to Jóhanna
‘that this work did not suit very well to her health. It seemed to be too difficult for her to be a witness to diseases and death. And in spite of the fact
that she felt well in many ways in these years, and took a keen interest in
the welfare of the institution … she resigned from her position in the spring
1903.’ Then, she began to think about emigrating to Canada. There she had
a brother and her son, Sigurdur (who had arrived here two years before),
who would receive her. At last she said farewell to everything which
she held dear in her native country and moved this same summer here
to Winnipeg with her son Guttormur who was 11 years old and lived
since then with him and her brother Jón here in the town.104
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In an advertisement in Lögberg in November 1904, a woman by the name
of Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir, living at 668 Victor Street, announced her sewing
service, ‘especially for children and young people, for a fair price’, and also
that she had space for two young women in need of board and lodging.105
Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir from Seydisfjördur lived at 691 Victor Street and it is
very likely that this was one and the same person.106 Jóhanna Ketilsdóttir was
a woman who was able to act on her own initiative to carve out possibilities
and support herself and her family throughout her life. She was respected
and acknowledged in Iceland before she emigrated and, hence, had cultural
capital that facilitated her settlement in a new country.

Anna Sigrídur Gudmundsdóttir Sigbjörnsson,
a cultured woman with connections
Anna Sigrídur Gudmundsdóttir Sigbjörnsson ‘passed away in her home
near Leslie, Sask., April 24th ’. She had been born in 1876 in Grund in
Jökuldalur in Nordur-Múlasýsla. Her parents were Gudmundur Jónsson,
of the Hauksstadir and Hróaldsstadir
family in the Vopnafjördur, and Anna
Margrét Thorsteinsdóttir, of the Melar
family in Fljótsdalur. Anna was ‘with
her parents’ until she was 18. After
that, she was ‘more or less away from
home for long periods’, and one winter
she stayed in Reykjavík, learning to
be a seamstress. Seamstresses were a
new class of professional women who
appeared in Iceland around 1860, and
learning a trade like sewing was certainly
a step towards increased autonomy.107 In
spring 1903, Anna moved ‘to America’
with her sister, Jóna, where they settled
in Winnipeg. She was then 27. In the
winter 1904–1905, she married Sigbjörn
Sigbjörnsson from Vopnafjördur in Iceland, who survived her. ‘They lived in
Winnipeg until 1908 when they settled
down near Leslie.’108
Anna had some well-placed family Anna Sigrídur Gudmundsdóttir Sigbjörnsson
relations. The obituary bears witness to was a well connected woman with a talent for
the importance of listing these relations: the written word. The East Iceland Archives
(Héradsskjalasafn Austfirdinga).
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apart from her sister, Jóna, who was married to Loftur Jörundsson, a master
builder in Winnipeg, and her brother, Páll, who was a farmer in Leslie,
it mentions another brother, Thorsteinn, who was ‘married to Ragnhildur
Jónsdóttir, the daughter of Jón from Sledbrjót, a Member of Parliament.’
The memory of Anna is also firmly placed in a nationalist discourse, since
she is depicted as one of the ‘most true Icelandic settlers’ of a generation
that was now passing away.109
The obituary stated that Anna was a ‘rare woman’, being beautiful,
intelligent, and popular. Of course, it can be difficult to interpret such
statements, but it is clear that she had a talent that was highly regarded
in the Icelandic community: she was skilled in verse–making and crafted
‘many a witty verse and poem’ when she was young in Iceland.110 Clearly,
she did not abandon this activity altogether when she moved to Canada, as
she recited a poem of her own composition at a golden wedding in Leslie in
1946.111 She also seems to have engaged in discussions about contemporary
Icelandic literature, as can be seen in a letter to her friends in which she
expressed her opinion on the controversial novel Sjálfstætt fólk (Independent
People) by the future Nobel laureate Halldór Laxness.112
Anna seems not only to have been a woman with a talent for the written
word, she had also relations among a kind of Icelandic ‘literary community’. In
his book, The Saskatchewan Icelanders, Walter J. Lindal writes about Leslie in
the early twentieth century, and states that it ‘became at once a cultural center
and remained such for a number of years’. The reason for this, according to
Lindal, was that several figures who lived there were ‘endowed with literary
gifts much above the average in any community’ and they ‘led in creating a
literary atmosphere which spread far beyond the limits of the district itself.’
One of the people he mentions was Mrs Rannveig Sigbjörnsson, who was
married to Anna’s brother-in-law.113 Anna had close family ties to other
artists apart from Rannveig Sigbjörnsson. Her son, Haukur Stefánsson,
became a painter and her brother, Björgvin Gudmundsson, the author of
the obituary, was a composer.114 Anna Gudmundsdóttir Sigbjörnsson thus
seems to have been a woman with considerable social and cultural capital.

Ingibjörg Björnsdóttir, a knowledgeable professional
On 23 September 1926, Lögberg published an obituary of ‘Ingibjörg Björnsson,
a nurse.’ She had passed away in Selkirk, Manitoba, on 25 April the same
year.115 Ingibjörg was born in 1873116 at Húsey in Hróarstunga in NordurMúlasýsla, the daughter of ‘Björn Hallsson farmer in Húsey and his wife
Jóhanna Björnsdóttir.’ They were both descendants, as the obituary emphasises, of ‘prominent farmers from the East.’ When Ingibjörg was 19, she
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went to Reykjavík to learn midwifery. She was
obviously regarded as eminently suited to this
profession because she was ‘encouraged to do so
by the local government’. In 1896, she completed her training ‘with a favourable testimonial’
and then came back to East Iceland, where she
worked as a midwife in different areas until the
spring 1903, when she emigrated to Canada.117
Ingibjörg Björnsdóttir ‘worked in the same field
when she came to the west, in addition to nursing
patients in their homes’, something which she
did with a great skill.118 When she died in 1926,
she had thus worked as a professional woman in
Winnipeg for 24 years. From the descriptions of
her, it can seemingly be deduced that she was Ingibjörg Björnsdóttir emigrated in
skilled at her profession and had personal quali- 1903 and worked as a professional
in Winnipeg for 24 years. The East
ties that were useful in her work. A short death
Iceland Archives (Héradsskjalasafn
announcement describes her as an ‘extremely Austfirdinga)
fine and popular woman’,119 while according to
the obituary she was also noted for her humour.
More interestingly, however, she had been able to acquire ‘considerable more
knowledge … than was usual for young farm girls.’ This was due to her own
desire to learn, because ‘there was hardly any teaching other than the homes
where able to provide.’ Yet, she ‘could never be without’ reading, and this
reading was seemingly a part of her own personal education, since she only
read the best at hand.120 From this, we can conclude that Ingibjörg had social
capital in terms of a strong family background, as well as cultural capital
revealed in her eagerness to learn and her nuanced taste in reading. As an
‘extremely fine and popular woman’, she also seems to have been respected
and, hence, had symbolic capital.

Conclusions
In Nordic research on emigration, women’s life stories and experiences are
still an underdeveloped area and there is a lack of research on emigration
from a gendered perspective. The same is true of Icelandic research. In
this article, we have set out to contribute this field. We have argued that
a certain group of women has been forgotten in the history of Icelandic
emigration, and also in Icelandic women’s and gender history. This group
comprised the single emigrant women who belonged neither to the highest
layers of Icelandic society nor to the ‘lower classes’ or domestic servants.
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We have claimed that certain underutilised historical sources are crucial in
making these women – and their social position – visible. These sources are
obituaries in the Icelandic newspapers in Canada and short biographies of
the emigrants such as those found in the Vestur-íslenskar æviskrár.
These sources make single emigrant women’s life histories and agency
visible. Although we do not believe that our sources reflect a simple relation
to ‘reality’, we would still argue that they shed light on lived lives to a certain
extent and thus enable us to unravel the women’s agency and subjectivity. It
is indeed possible to highlight the diverse abilities of these women, and it is
clear that the authors of the two highlighted types of source often used this
opportunity to depict the women’s agency within the discursive framework
that was open to them.
We have found that these women possessed certain resources that we
conceptualise as capital. They had capacities in terms of knowledge and
skills that made them able to support themselves. They also had social ties,
not least with male relatives and friends, which constituted social capital for
women in a male-dominated society. By understanding these ties in terms
of capital, we make them visible as constructed and perpetuated instead of
‘natural’ and, thus, unconceptualised. We portray the women as persons in
their own right and not as simply an addendum to the men they were related
to. They had cultural skills such as artistic abilities or verse-making, and
some of them were socially respected. By this method, we have managed to
highlight the subjectivity and agency of these women, as well as how they
made use of their resources and capital in a creative manner.
We have traced the life histories and experiences of three women. However,
they are only examples of the large pool of female emigrants who took the
step of leaving their own country in the hope of a better future. We have
discussed these three women in order to illustrate how they were able to act
on their own initiative in many respects, both to carve out space for themselves as individuals and to support themselves and their families. They all
had social capital or cultural capital, or indeed both, to varying extents. We
hope that this approach can be of both methodological and theoretical value
in future research in this field, as a contribution to the history of women
and gender in addition to the history of emigration in general.
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Ogifta isländska kvinnor som utvandrade till NordAmerika 1870–1914. Glömda kvinnors aktörskap?
Bland de nordbor som utvandrade till Nordamerika under tidsperioden 1870
till 1914 var många kvinnor. Detta gäller i synnerhet de isländska utvandrarna.
Trots det har kvinnor fått liten uppmärksamhet i utvandringens historia
och endast i begränsad utsträckning varit föremål för forskning. Artikeln
bygger på idén att en grupp kvinnor, närmare bestämt ogifta kvinnor som
utvandrade från Island, har ”glömts bort” i sammanhanget. De tillhörde
varken den isländska ämbetsmannakåren eller de lägsta samhällsskikten.
De var till exempel inte pigor – eller i så fall endast under en kort period av
sina liv. De var inte pionjärer eller kända för speciella insatser. De kan likväl
studeras utifrån sina aktörskap. Vi menar att det är viktigt att förstå vari
deras särställning bestod. I artikeln illustreras denna problematik genom
några enskilda kvinnors livsöden. Artikeln utgår från Pierre Bourdieus
kapitalbegrepp och kvinnorna analyseras utifrån sina sociala, kulturella
och symboliska kapital. Vi menar att de hade resurser i någon bemärkelse,
exempelvis utbildning, yrkeskarriär, släktrelationer eller familj som de kunde
utnyttja i det nya landet. Med utgångspunkt i det teoretiska perspektivet
transnationalitet belyser vi kvinnornas liv, gränsöverskridande relationer
och sociala nätverk. I nordisk forskning har man utnyttjat olika källor som
brev, memoarer, livsberättelser och demografisk data av olika slag för att
studera kvinnliga erfarenheter. Artikeln bygger på en typ av källor som
tidigare varit underutnyttjad inom kvinno- och genushistoria, nämligen
nekrologer och korta biografier. Slutligen använder vi material som bevarats
av anhöriga och ättlingar till de berörda kvinnorna, främst berättelser och
personliga minnen.
Keywords: gender, emigration, agency, capital, “biographisation”
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